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CALCULATION OF THE FAULT LEVEL CONTRIBUTION OF
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION TO DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Marián Mešter
ABSTRACT
Paper deals with the calculation of the fault level contribution of distributed generation according to IEC
Standard 60909. To illustrate its application, the methodology is applied to a study medium voltage network with
a variety of distributed generation resources.
1. INTRODUCTION
Distribution network are characterized by design maximum fault current, i.e. short-circuit capacity.
Distributed generation resources are typically connected to the distribution network, at the low or medium
voltage level. Therefore they contribute to the total fault level of the distribution grid. Hence, the basic
requirement for permitting the interconnection of distributed generation resources is to ensure that the resulting
fault level remains below the network design value.
2. THE METHODOLOGY OF IEC 60909 STANDARD
The IEC 60909 International Standard [1] is intended to give the methodology for the fault-currents
calculation in three-phase a.c. systems at a nominal frequency of 50 or 60 Hz. The short-circuit currents is
considered as the sum of an a.c. symmetrical component and of an aperiodic decaying component. The Standard
distinguishes between near-to-generation and far-from-generation short circuits. The methodology includes of
a.c. motors contribution, too.
In the present, two numerical methods for short-circuit calculations are used: superposition method and
equivalent voltage source method. Superposition method gives the short-circuit current only in relation to one
assumed amount of the load. Hence, it need not lead to maximum short-circuit current in the system. For
removing this lack, it was developed the equivalent voltage source method [2].
The calculation method, used in the IEC Standard 60909 determines the short-circuit currents at the location
F using equivalent voltage source: 3/ncU . This source is defined as the voltage of an ideal source applied at
the short-circuit location in the positive sequence system, whereas all other sources are ignored. All network
components are replaced by their internal impedances (see Fig.1.).
Fig.1. Equivalent voltage source method
In the calculation of the maximum short-circuit currents, the voltage factor c may be assumed equal to cmax,
for any voltage levels (see Tab.1.). According to Fig.1., in the case of balanced short-circuits the initial
symmetrical short-circuit current is calculated:
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where: QZ  - magnitude of an equivalent short-circuit impedance QΖ ,
Tab.1 Voltage factor c
Voltage factor c  for calculation of
Nominal voltage nU maximum short-circuit
currents maxc
minimum short-circuit
currents minc
Low voltage
100 V - 1000 V (IEC 60038, Tab.I.)
1,05
1,10 0,95
Medium voltage
> 1 kV - 35 kV (IEC 60038, Tab.III.)
High voltage
> 35 kV (IEC 60038, Tab.IV.)
1,10 1,00
3. FAULT LEVEL CALCULATION
In distribution network, the maximum fault level typically occurs at the busbars of the infeeding substation,
due to large contribution of the upstream grid [3]. If any distributed generation unit (units) is in the grid included,
the resulting fault level is the sum of the maximum fault currents due to:
- the upstream grid,
- the various types of generators,
- the large motors connected to the distribution network.
3.1 Contribution of the upstream grid
The contribution of the upstream grid is calculated according to IEC 60909:
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where: QZ - is the impedance of the upstream grid at the connection point Q,
 TZ - is the impedance of the transformer,
 TK - is a correction factor used for the impedance of the transformer.
For the impedances of network feeder and transformer we can write:
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where: "kQI - is the initial symmetrical short-circuit current at the high voltage connection point Q,
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where: kru - is the short-circuit voltage of the transformer [%],
 Rru - is the rated resistive component of the short-circuit voltage [%],
 krTP - are the load losses at the rated current.
Typically value of ratio 1,0/ =QQ XR .
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where: TK - correction factor for transformer
3.2 Contribution of the distribution generation units
Most frequently are connected to the MV (medium-voltage) distribution networks wind turbines and small
hydroelectric plants. Other types of distribution generation units (like fuel-cells, photovoltaics, small
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cogeneration units, microturbines, etc.) are mostly connected in to LV (low-voltage) networks. The calculation
of contribution of the distribution generation units is not included in the IEC 60909. Only induction motors are
dealt with, whereas the parameter values of synchronous generators provided in [4] are applicable to units of
very large size [3].
Short–circuit current for conventional synchronous generators is given:
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where: the impedances of generator (G), transformer (T), line (L), reactor (R) – if any are included
a.) Impedances for generators connected directly to the network (included correction factor GK ) are given:
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where: ".15,0 dG XR = ,
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dX - subtransient reactance of synchronous machine,
 GK - correction factor for generators connected directly to the grid.
b.) Synchronous generator connected to the grid through a unit transformer:
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where: SOK - correction factor for generators connected to the grid through a unit transformer.
c.) Impedance of asynchronous generators connected directly to the network is given:
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where: GG XR .1,0= ,
 =rGLR II / 8 – typical ratio of locked-rotor current to rated current of the machine.
d.) For generators connected to the grid via power electronic converters [3]:
tcIk rG .. =="kI  (for time t∆ ) (11)
where: t∆ - is the maximum duration of the contribution, before the distributed generation unit is
disconnected by its own protection. The value of t∆  depended on the protection and fault. It is
needed only for breaking and thermal current calculations.
A typical value of 5,1=k  - representing the short-time over-current capability of the grid-side converter.
Special case of generator used for variable speed wind turbines is doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG).
For this case we can use 8/ =rGLR II  and GG XR .1,0=  for the generator impedance [3].
4. CASE STUDY
For the illustration of short-circuit current calculation including distributed generation units helps case study
in Fig.2. Four distributed generation stations with total power cca 17 MW are connected to the medium voltage
substation. They are three wind farms with six identical wind turbines and one small hydroelectric plant - SHP
(with three identical turbines).
The data about case study network are given in Table 2.
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Fig.2. Case study
Tab.2 Data of the case study
Network feeder kVUnQ 110= , MVASkQ 2500
"
= , 1,0/ =QQ XR
Network transformer MVASrT 63= , %5,17=kru , kWPkT 360=∆ , kVtr 23/110=
Wind farm No.1 6 x 600 kW (G1-G6)
generator synchronous with converter: kWPrG 600= , VU rG 400= , AI rG 866=
transformer T1-T6: kVASrT 630= , %6=kru , %2,1=kRru , kVtr 4,0/22=
line L1 overhead line (22 kV): kmRL /215,0 Ω= , kmX L /334,0 Ω= , kml 10=
underground cable: kmRL /162,0 Ω= , kmX L /115,0 Ω= , kml 5,0=
Wind farm No.2 6 x 660 kW (G7-G12)
generator DFIG: kWPrG 660= , VU rG 400= , AI rG 950=
transformer T7-T12: kVASrT 700= , %6=kru , %2,1=kRru , kVtr 4,0/22=
line L2 overhead line (22 kV): kmRL /215,0 Ω= , kmX L /334,0 Ω= , kml 10=
underground cable: kmRL /162,0 Ω= , kmX L /115,0 Ω= , kml 5,0=
Wind farm No.3 6 x 850 kW (G13-G18)
generator asynchronous: kWPrG 850= , VU rG 400= , AI rG 1225= , kAI LR 5,5=
transformer T7-T12: kVASrT 1000= , %6=kru , %1,1=kRru , kVtr 4,0/22=
reactor MVASrR 5= , kVUrR 22= , %14=kru
line L3 overhead line (22 kV): kmRL /215,0 Ω= , kmX L /334,0 Ω= , kml 10=
underground cable: kmRL /162,0 Ω= , kmX L /115,0 Ω= , kml 1=
Small hydro. plant 3 x 1500 kW (G19-G21)
generator synchronous: kWSrG 1650= , VU rG 400= , ..18,0" upxd = , 9,0cos =ϕ
transformer T19: MVASrT 4= , %6=kru , %1=kRru , kVtr 4,0/22=
T20: MVASrT 5,2= , %6=kru , %1=kRru , kVtr 4,0/22=
line L4 overhead line (22 kV): kmRL /215,0 Ω= , kmX L /334,0 Ω= , kml 5,7=
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Table 3 shows fault level calculation results for a three-phase fault at the MV busbars of the substation.
Tab.3 Results of fault level calculations
Network feeder Ω+==⇒Ω= 2316,00232,0/3240,5 2 jtZQ QQt ZZ
Network transformer Ω+=⇒=Ω+= 3890,10454,09457,0,468,1048,0 jKj T TtT ZZ
Contribution of the upstream grid: MVASkAI kk 1384,3286114,8 "3"3 =⇒=
Wind farm No.1
generator synchronous with converter: kAII rGki 4250,1.5,1" ==
Contribution of the WF No.1: ( ) MVASkAtII krkik 3998,51417,0/.6 "3""3 =⇒==
Wind farm No.2
generator DFIG: Ω+=⇒Ω= 4641,911464,90304,0 jZQ QtZ
transformer Ω+=⇒=Ω+= 0295,413751,80094,1,6475,402971,8 jKj T TtT ZZ
line L2 Ω+==+= ∑∑ 3975,32310,2 jlXlR
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Wind farm No.3
generator asynchronous: Ω+==⇒Ω= 3900,1262639,1.0420,0 2 jtZ rG GGt ZZ
transformer Ω+=⇒=Ω+= 8128,283734,50093,1,5478,283240,5 jKj T TT ZZ
reactor Ω== 5520,13RR XZ
line L3 Ω+= 4550,33120,23 jZ L
Contribution of WF No.3: ( ) MVASkA
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Small hydroelectric plant
generator synchronous: ( ) Ω+=⇒Ω== 0175,00026,00026,0/../ 2"" jSUxXRR rGrGddGG GZ
transformer
Ω+=Ω+= 4657,96000,1,1585,72100,1 jj T20(HV)T19(HV) ZZ
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3. CONCLUSIONS
We obtained following results:
- The fault level:
-  due to the upstream grid is 328,14 MVA,
-  due to the distributed generations is 52,95 MVA,
-  the total fault level: 381,09 MVA.
- Wind farm No.2 contributes about 4-times more short-circuit current than wind farm No.1, due to the
different technology of generators.
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- The reactor at the output of wind farm No.3 reduces its contribution of short-circuit current: without
reactor, the current would increase by 45 % (0,4625 kA).
- Wind farm No.3 contributes less than wind farm No.2, although its power is higher (due to reactor).
- The most important is that the design fault level of such a distribution network would be around 350
MVA. Hence, the connection of amount of distributed generations (17 MW) drives the fault level to
unacceptably high values.
- From a fault level perspective, distribution networks are not designed to accept large amounts of
distributed generations [3]..
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